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The importance of having complaints desk for immigration
agency
With the increase in the number of foreign nationals who wish to migrate overseas the number
of ways of immigration frauds is also gradually increasing. Many foreigners are fascinated
towards migrating overseas to avail the benefits of better lifestyle and career options. Migration
to a country is a complex and tedious task, where one needs to battle with required documents
and visa forms. So if you are not correctly informed with immigration procedure then there are
more chances for getting your application rejected. Opulentus Immigration consultants’ guide
you in the right track right from initial step to until you obtain required visas.
Over the years, Opulentus has spread its routes in immigration industry by providing best and
finest immigration services to students, professionals, entrepreneurs, tourists, temporary and
permanent immigrants. We follow a pre-assessment process to evaluate the candidate’s
eligibility against immigration criterion of desired nation. Through this process one can minimize
their time and money being invested in immigration process. Opulentus feedback encourages
clients to post their queries, concerns and issues related to immigration process. Opulentus has
a special complaints work area to deal with the clients’ queries and concerns. We spend our
valuable time to listen your queries and issues and swiftly resolve them on time.
We assist you by providing information concerned with latest immigration rules and procedures.
Our fraud detection policy made it possible for us to render legitimate services to global clients.
We take necessary steps and measures to ensure privacy in client’s data. We guarantee that
your information is revealed to only government agencies that take part in immigration process.
We do our best to make your immigration process straight forward and free of hassles. Visa
specialists of Opulentus complaints division makes your immigration process easy by avoiding
any sort of difficulties and loopholes associated with immigration process.
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